
DIANDRA RUIZ
Electrician Apprentice

d.ruiz@email.com
(123) 456-7890
Pittsburgh, PA
LinkedIn

CAREER OBJECTIVE
Safety-focused and reliable
apprentice with 2+ years of
increasing knowledge and skill
under the supervision of
licensed electricians. Excited
for a new challenge in
advancing my apprenticeship
to learn production and pre-
fab work at Kenny Electric.

SKILLS
Problem-solving
Time Management
Knowledge of NEC
Adaptable
Quick Learner
Technical Electrical Skills

EDUCATION
High school diploma
Hampton High School

2007 - 2011
Allison Park, PA

WORK EXPERIENCE
Electrician Apprentice
Empire Electrical Contractors , LLC

2020 - current Pittsburgh, PA
Executed installs and tests of 1.2K+ systems, including
transformers, transfer switches, and switch gears
Diagnosed and repaired defects with 96% accuracy,
leveraging blueprints, wiring diagrams, verbal instructions,
and feedback from journeyman electrician
Maintained tool organization and care, submitted work logs
to journeyman electrician, and arrived on time for all shifts
Followed and maintained knowledge of the National
Electrical Code as well as local amendments
Completed 180 of 200 classroom training hours, covering
the spectrum of residential, commercial, and industrial
work; anticipated course completion by June 2022

Cashier
Walmart

2015 - 2020 Pittsburgh, PA
Completed customer transactions with 97% accuracy,
handling cash, card, checks, and government cards
Decreased average check-out time by 15% by memorizing
store promotions and local discounts
Processed exchanges and refunds, and helped customers
set up wedding and baby registries
Provided proactive service by offering assistance, store
directions, and product recommendations
Maintained a professional and efficient register station by
removing trash, sweeping area, and sanitizing counter
Trained 8 associates to operate register, maintain customer
flow, and adhere to company policies and procedures

Cashier
Lowes

2013 - 2015 Pittsburgh, PA
Executed a fast and friendly experience for customers,
reducing average check-out time by 45 seconds
Balanced cash drawer at beginning and end of each shift,
and decreased cash handling mistakes by 11%
Responded to customer questions, satisfying 93% of queries
and referring outstanding issues to supervisor
Collaborated with salesfloor and stock departments to help
coworkers in slow periods, increasing operating efficiency
Stocked, rotated merchandise, and priced products
Lifted and carried merchandise weighing 70+ pounds,
transporting among shelves, carts, and customer vehicles

http://linkedin.com/in/carla-ruiz

